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SPORTS RESULTS 

Fethard & Horeswood Victory! 

Fethard St Mogue’s vs Dunshaughlin (1-15 

to 2-11) 

Horeswood vs Commercials (1-18 to 3-11) 

 

We’d like to congratulate both teams on 

their Leinster final victories. Well done to all 

involved, especially Sean Nunan on his 

victory in the Fethard match, and Cathal 

Parker, Darragh Flannelly and Shane Rowe 

on their victory in the Horeswood match!   

Good luck to Horeswood in their All-

Ireland semi final on Sunday the 18th, in 

Dungarvan! 
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Nativity Play 

On Wednesday, we brought all the year groups 

over to the church to watch the Christmas nativity 

play, starring Mick Purcell’s sheep. The entire 

nativity was very well put together and everyone 

got a good laugh out of the 4CE news! We’d like 

to thank all of those who were involved in the 

play, and those who helped to set it up! 

Wrapping Competition 

Once everyone was settled in the ref 

with their hot chocolate and buns 

had been devoured, we had a 

Christmas wrapping competition 

between the teachers. To summarize 

it for those who didn’t see, let’s just 

say Aidan O’Brien was the 

grandmaster and outclasses all 

competitors.  

Gathering in the Ref 

Once the nativity was over, we all 

made our way over to the ref for hot 

chocolate with marshmallows, buns, 

and tea! Everyone got to talk away 

and enjoy themselves as we get into 

the Christmas spirit. Big thanks           

to the ladies in the ref, the     

teachers, TYs and Prefects            

who helped make everything 

happen on the day! 
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TY Enterprise Fair 

On Tuesday, the 13th of December, the TY 

students hosted their mini company event in 

the school ref.  All students were given the 

opportunity to purchase or order an array of 

the enterprise products on offer.  These 

included delicious treats, Good Counsel 

College logoed apparel & drink bottles, 

candle logs, wristbands, kindling and lots 

more! Some of the proceeds will be donated 

to local charities.  The TY Enterprise teachers 

would like to express their gratitude to all 

those students and staff that supported the 

event on the day. 

6th year geography trip 

Mr Barron and Mr Cullen brought a group of 

Leaving Cert students with them on their 

date to Inistioge. There was an uprising 

amongst the students that they had to step 

foot in Inistioge, but they got through it. The 

lads went to identify isostatic and fluvial 

landforms within the River Nore valley. 

2nd year Christmas cards 

Ms. Hartley and her 2nd year SPHE Class 

made Christmas cards for residents at 

Haughton Nursing home, New Ross. One of 

the students will deliver the cards to the 

residents when he visits a relative at 

Haughton for Christmas. Well done to the 

lads for spreading the Good Counsel 

Christmas cheer to the wider community. 
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The new, state of the art 
gym! 

As mentioned in a previous article 

of The Counsel Chronicle, we had a 

fundraiser for the new school gyml. 

We absolutely demolished the goal 

for the gym – and now, thanks to 

everybody who helped raise the 

money and those who helped 

advertise it, the gym is in place and 

almost ready to go! 

GCC World Cup Predictions 

We’re delighted to say that the 

world cup prediction competition 

that the prefects have been running 

has been an absolute success, 

we’ve had over 250 responses since 

the quarter finals, and we hope to 

see even more for the big final! 

REMINDER: THE PRIZE FOR THE 

WINNING CLASS IS A PIZZA PARTY! 


